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Introduction

Knot theory is the study of embeddings of circles in 3D space, up to a notion of equivalence

defined by smooth deformations, and equivalence classes of such embeddings are called knots

(when there is one circle) and links (when there are several circles). Knot theory plays a central

role in a branch of mathematics called low-dimensional topology, and also has applications to

theoretical physics and biology (e.g. in understanding how to untangle DNA strands).

Figure 1. Two representations of the same knot.

Given the utility of this field, mathematicians have studied the various representations of knots

with the goal of developing methods to distinguish inequivalent knots. We can begin to differen-

tiate various presentations of knots and links by calculating knot invariants. In our research, we

connect this question of the maximum knot determinant to the long-standing Hadamard maximal

determinant problem. After exploring these connections, we present both lower and upper bounds

for the maximal knot determinants of knots and links which can be represented on a fixed grid

size.

Background

One way of representing knots and links is with a grid diagram, a two dimensional projection of

the knot or link onto the plane. There are manyways to display equivalent knots on a grid diagram.

To better understand knots, we can also represent them using grid diagrams. A grid diagram is

an n-by-n grid such that each row and column contain exactly one X and one O, and no square

contains both an X and an O. We can then connect the X’s and O’s such that there is an arrow

going from an X to an O in each column and row. We are able to represent any knot in this way,

but as with the knot diagrams, there are several valid ways we can manipulate the grid diagram

without changing the knot’s inherent structure.

To understand which representations are equivalent, we implement knot invariants, or quantities

or properties of a knot that are always the same for equivalent knots and links. One common

invariant is 3-colorability, where we assign each arc of the knot one of three colors such that at

least two colors are used and at each crossing, arcs of all three colors or just one color meet. If

one knot projection is 3-colorable and another is not, we know they depict different knots. We

can then generalize this to p-colorability for where p is prime. This relates directly to another

invariant called the knot determinant. This relationship is defined in the following theorem:

Theorem [Livingston, Fox]: For an odd prime p, a knot or link K is p-colorable if and only if p
divides the determinant of K .

Thus, computing knot determinants and then applying the theorem above allows us to better

understand which knot and link projections are the same and which are different.

Figure 2. This knot is 3-colorable and 5-colorable, so it has determinant 15.

Efficiently Computing Determinants

Much of our work considered how to efficiently compute the knot determinant in order to get

at the question of p-colorability. An existing method utilizes the Minesweeper Matrix. We can

calculate the determinant of a knot using the following steps:

Depict the knot as a grid diagram and resolve all of the crossings in the grid diagram

Find the winding number for each interior lattice point

Construct the winding matrix W

Raise 1 to the power of each entry of W and append a row and column of 1’s to construct the

minesweeper matrix M

The determinant of the knot is equal to the absolute value of the determinant of M divided

by 2n−1

Modifying this process, we were able to formulate a more efficient way to find the knot determi-

nant. Our process greatly reduces the number of steps needed to calculate the determinant, and

is defined below:

Proposition [BBCM]: The determinant of the winding matrix mod 2 is equal to the determinant

of the knot.

Figure 3. The trefoil knot represented as a knot diagram, grid diagram and {0, 1}-matrix.

Proposition [BBCM]: A {0, 1}-matrix W is the mod 2 winding matrix of a grid diagram if and only

if W satisfies the following two properties:

Outside rows and columns have exactly one line of consecutive 1’s

There is exactly one “block” of changes between consecutive rows and columns.

These propositions help us better understand the structure of knots on grid diagrams and more

quickly calculate the determinants of knots. However, even with these advances, a brute-force

approach would still be too inefficient to calculate the determinants of all possible knots on a

fixed grid size. Thus, we turn to Hadamard’s maximal determinant problem.

Bounding Determinants

Hadamard’s maximal determinant problem concerns itself with the maximal determinants of

{1, −1}-matrices, which have a direct relationship to {0, 1}-matrices. Hadamard found that for

an n-by-n matrix M with all entries equal to 1 or −1, the determinant of M is less than or equal

to nn/2. However, for certain sizes of grids, we were able to lower this bound for knots in the

following way:

Proposition [BBCM]: For n > 4, if a link L can be placed on an n-by-n grid, then

det(L) <
nn/2

2n−1.

We attempted to find a lower bound for the maximum determinant by generating large determi-

nant links on various n-by-n grids. We found the following lower bounds:

In addition to the specific examples above, we were able to produce the following general lower

bound for the maximal determinant of links represented by an n-by-n grid.

Proposition [BBCM]: When n is congruent to 0 (mod 2) and n > 0, the maximum determinant

will be greater than or equal to 2
n−2

2 .

Conclusion & Further Questions

By first finding a more efficient way to compute the determinants of knots and links, we were able

to explore the knot determinants we are able to achieve on n-by-n grids for different n. Using
this data on knot determinants, we could then relate back to the question of p-colorability and

differentiating knots and links based on whether they are p-colorable for various p. A question

which remains is which types of knots and links give large determinants, and can we develop a

formula for finding links with large determinants on an arbitrary n-by-n grid? Further, what pat-

terns exist among the determinants we can achieve on an n-by-n grid? By further understanding

knot determinants and p-colorability, we hope to further understand how to differentiate various

knot and link representations.
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